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The Responsible Business: Reimagining Sustainability and SuccessJossey-Bass, 2011

	"When most people think of corporate responsibility, they are focusing on a business's effect on and relationship to stakeholders. A Responsible Business sees stakeholders as full partners and meaningful instruments for the evolution of healthier communities and more successful businesses."

	—from the...
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Rating Professors Online: How Culture, Technology, and Consumer Expectations Shape Modern Student Evaluations (Marketing and Communication in Higher Education)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This book explores the emerging trends and patterns in online student evaluations of teaching and how online reviews have transformed the teacher-student relationship as developments in technology have altered consumer behaviors. While consumers at large rely more and more on web-based platforms to purchase commercial products and...
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Technologies of International Relations: Continuity and ChangePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book examines the role of technology in the core voices for International Relations theory and how this has shaped the contemporary thinking of ‘IR’ across some of the discipline’s major texts. Through an interview format between different generations of IR scholars, the conversations of the book analyse the...
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Imperfect C++ Practical Solutions for Real-Life ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2004
C++, although a marvelous language, isn't perfect. Matthew  Wilson has been working with it for over a decade, and during that time he has  found inherent limitations that require skillful workarounds. In this book, he  doesn't just tell you what's wrong with C++, but offers practical techniques and  tools for writing code that's...
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Oxidation: The Cornerstone of Carcinogenesis: Oxidation and Tobacco Smoke Carcinogenesis. A Relationship Between Cause and EffectSpringer, 2008

	This book is unique due to its collective approach to the key aspects of the interdependency between three entities: oxidative stress, tobacco smoke and carcinogenesis, operating in a cause-effect sequence, in a concise and to the point manner. This book will prove to be a helpful companion to the internist, the oncologist and the research...
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Predictive Biomarkers in Oncology: Applications in Precision MedicineSpringer, 2018

	  “Precision/personalized or stratified medicine” refers to the tailoring of medical treatment or drug administration to the individual characteristics of each patient treatment. It does not literally mean that a pharmaceutical company makes a drug for an individual patient for consumption and treatment but rather means the...
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Managing in the Email Office (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Managing the Email Office is for all people who feel email is taking over their lives.  It provides practical help and guidance on how to manage both their own volume of email as well as their organization's.  It will enable you to develop winning ways with email and to re-claim some of those valuable resources which email...
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PDF Reference: Version 1.4 (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
The official guide to the Portable Document Format.

This book details the most current specification of Adobe Systems' Portable Document Format (PDF), the de facto standard for electronic information exchange. PDF enables documents created on any platform or with any application to be reliably viewed and printed anywhere. More...
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Applications of Mathematics in Models, Artificial Neural Networks and Arts: Mathematics and SocietySpringer, 2010

	The book shows a very original organization addressing in a non traditional way, but with a systematic approach, to who has an interest in using mathematics in the social sciences.


	The book is divided in four parts: (a) a historical part, written by Vittorio Capecchi which helps us understand the changes in the relationship between...
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Technological Advancements in Biomedicine for Healthcare Applications (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2012

	Technology continues to play a major role in all aspects of society, particularly healthcare. Advancements such as biomedical image processing, technology in rehabilitation, and biomedical robotics for healthcare have aided in significant strides in the biomedical engineering research field.


	Technological Advancements in...
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Handbook on MetalloproteinsCRC Press, 2001

	This Handbook on Metalloproteins focuses on the available structural information of proteins and their metal ion coordination spheres. It centers on the metal ions indispensable for life but also considers metal ions used as substitution probes in studies of metalloproteins. Emphasizing the structure-function relationship, the book covers the...
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Reverse Engineering: An Industrial Perspective (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2007
Reverse engineering is the process of discovering the technological principles of an object or component through analysis of its structure and function. Such analysis can then be used to redesign the object very quickly using computer-aided design in concert with rapid-manufacturing processes to produce small numbers of components adapted to the...
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